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Study Study with us
Choosing the right university is a defining decision. Discover why ANU is the right choice for you.
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AccommodationAccommodation
ANU offers a broad range of accommodation choices for students, within a diverse and vibrant community.
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ScholarshipsScholarship
Build your future, and let us help. With a range of scholarship opportunities catering to students from a variety of backgrounds and abilities, ANU is here to support you.
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Prepare to join our vibrant community in Canberra, Australia’s national capital.
APPLY NOW











Your next adventure starts here 

Our campus is an experience, a place to belong, to live, learn and discover you. Your time with us will introduce you to enriching courses and lifelong friends and see you collaborating with other passionate people from across Australia and other countries around the world. 
Ask a question










What can I study?
From art, cybernetics and astronomy to neuroscience, policy and music, there’s a single or double
                        degree for you at ANU. 
Find my
                        degree
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Our study choices include:
Undergraduate degrees
Heading to university for the first time? You can study a single degree or design your
                            flexible double degree from 599 options. 
Explore bachelor's degrees


Postgraduate degrees
Do you already have a degree or are you interested in research? Postgraduate study can get
                            you closer to your calling. 
Explore master's degrees
Find your PhD & MPhil opportunity











Flexible double degree options





You’re one of a kind, so why study for the same degree as everyone else? A double degree at ANU can customise your studies, multiply your qualifications and supercharge your employability.
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Other opportunities

            You get so much more than a degree at ANU. Check out some incredible things you can also take part in – and benefit from – during your degree.  
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                        Global exchange »
                    

                        Practice a language and explore different perspectives. You can study part of your degree abroad at one of our 180 partner universities that span 39 countries. 
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                        Scholarships »
                    

                        Our scholarships can give you space and support. Some scholarships can also give you a community – and we’ll consider you for several when you apply. 
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                        Learn a language »
                    

                        We're creating tomorrow’s language leaders. Choose from 28 languages – the most of any Australian university – and study in the Ethel Tory Centre’s interactive studios. 
                    





































